Ultrastructure of giant thalamic terminals in the auditory cortex.
The auditory system comprises some very large axonal terminals like the endbulb and calyx of Held and "giant" corticothalamic synapses. Previously, we described a hitherto unknown population of giant thalamocortical boutons arising from the medial division of the medial geniculate body (MGm) in the Mongolian gerbil, which terminate over a wide cortical range but in a columnar manner particularly in the extragranular layers of the auditory cortex. As a first step towards an understanding of their potential functional role, we here describe their ultrastructure combining anterograde tract-tracing with biocytin and electron microscopy. Quantitative ultrastructural analyses revealed that biocytin-labelled MGm boutons reach much larger sizes than other, non-labelled boutons. Also, mitochondria occupy more space within labelled boutons whereas synapses are of similar size. Labelled boutons are very heterogeneous in size but homogeneous with respect to their ultrastructural characteristics, with asymmetric synapses containing clear, round vesicles and targeting dendritic spines. Functionally, the ultrastructure of the MGm terminals indicates that they form excitatory contacts, which may transmit their information in a rapid, powerful and high-fidelity manner onto strategically advantageous compartments of their cortical target cells.